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1/22/63 
File: URE Privileges Article 

Memorandum No. 63-6 

Study No. 34(L) - Uniform Rules of Evidence 
(Rule 27 Physician-Patient 
Privilege) 

Rule 27 was considered by the Commission at its 

September, 196L, meeting and its present form reflects the 

changes made at that meeting. The following problems 

arise out of the rule as it is now drafted. 

Subdivision (1). In Rule 26, relating to the lawyer

client privilege, the definition of "confidential communi

cation" includes advice given by the lawyer in the course 

of representing the client. Should there be a comparable 

extension of the definition of "confidential communication" 

here? 

Subdivision (2). You will note that the preliminary 

language of this subdivision gives a person a privilege 

to prevent a "witness" from disclosing a confidential 

communication. The psychotherapist-patient privilege, 

Rule 27.1, gives a person a privilege to prevent "another" 

from disclosing. Note the discussion in the study at 

page 63 under the caption "Amendment of Rule 26 tll (a) ." 

The consultant there makes the point that in pretrial 

discovery proceedings a person who is required to produce 

certain documents is not technically a witness. Because of 
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tt~t fact, the consultant suggested striking a reference 

to witness from a provision in the lawyer-client privile[e 

rule. A similar consideration would indicate that the word 

"another" should be used here instead of the word "witness". 

In subdivision (2)(c) this rule defines the persons 

who may be silenced by an exercise of the physician

patient privilege. The Commission has abandoned the 

eavesdropper exception to the physician-patient privilege. 

Therefore, there seems to be no good reason for retaining 

this subdivision defining those persons who may be silenced 

by an exercise of the privilege. If it was the purpose 

of this subdivision to cover the problem of waiver, it would 

seem that the subject ought to be covered in Rule 37 which 

relates to waiver. There is no comparable subdivision ,-

::t~o 27.1 relating to the psychotherapist-patient pri7ilege, 

The staff suggests that subdivision (2) be revised 

to read the same as the comparable subdivision in Rule 26, 

the lawyer-client privilege rule. Subdivision (2) would 

then read: 

(2) Subject to Rule 37 and except as otherwise 
provided in this rule, a person, whether or not a 
party, has a privilege in a civil action or proceed
ing to refuse to disclose, and to prevent another 
~rom disclosing, a communication if he claims the 
privilege and the judge finds that the communication 
was a confidential communication between physician 
and patient and that the claimant is: 

(al The holder of the privilege, or 

(b) A person who is authorized to claim the 
the privilege by the holder of the privilege, or 
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(cl The person who was the physician at the 
time of the confidential communicat~on, who, except 
as otherwise provided in this rule, unless there 
is no holder of the privilege in existence, shall 
claim the privilege under this rule for the patient 
unless otherwise instructed by the holder of the 
privilege or his representative. 

Scope of rule. You will note that subdivision (2) 

limits this privilege to a civil action or proceeding. Should 

this privilege be applicable as well in non-criminal legisla-

tive and administrative proceedings? The Administrative 

Procedure Act, in Government Code Section 11513, now provides: 

"The rules of privilege shall be effective to the same extent 

that they are now or hereafter may be recognized in civil 

actions, and irrelevant and unduly repetitious evidence shall 

be excluded." This act, however, does not apply to all State 

agencies and does not apply to local agencies. Should a 

uniform rule of privilege be adopted for all administrati"" 

proceedings? 

So far as legislative proceedings are concerned, the 

problem is whether the Legislature in order to enact 

~egislation to meet public problems needs to discover the 

facts of the one particular transaction to which the privilege 

night apply. Is it more important for the Legislature to 

determine the precise facts of a particular transaction 

so that it can legislate than it is for a court to determine 

the precise facts of a particular transaction so that it 

can dispense justice? It may be argued that the Legislature's 
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c need for the facts of particular cases is not acute. On the 

other hand, it may be argued that the need for legislation 

based on adequate information is greater than the need for 

correctly settling particular controversies in court. 

Of course, the Commission might decide that the privilega 

should not be applicable anywhere since there is an exception 

for almost every situation in which the protected communica

tions are likely to be important. Hence, it is unlikely 

that patients are much encouraged to speak to their doctors 

by the existence of the privilege, and it may, in isolated 

cases, suppress facts essential to a proper determination 

of the controversy. See the attached argument of Dean Hale, 

which was prepared in connection with a Tentative Draft of 

a Partial Recodification of the California Law of Evidence 

for the California Code Commission. 

Subdivisions (3), (4', (5), (6) and (71. The sta~-

suggests that these subdivisions be consolidated into one 

subdivision which expresses all of the exceptions to the 

physician-patient privilege. The subdivision would read as 

follows: 

(3) There is no privilege under this rule: 

(al In an action or proceeding to commit the 
patient or otherwise place him or his property, or 
both, under the control of another or others because 
of his alleged mental or physical condition. 

(b) In an action or proceeding in which the 
patient seeks to establish his competence. 

(c) In an action or proceeding to recover damages 
on account of conduct of the patient which constitutes 
a felony. 
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(d) 
as to the 
patient. 

As to a communication relevant to an issue 
validity of a document as a will of the 

(e) As to a communication relevant to an issue 
between parties all of whom claim through the patient, 
regardless of whether the respective claims are by 
testate or intestate succession or inter vivos 
transaction. 

(f) In an action or proceeding including an 
action brought under Section 376 or 377 of the Code of 
Civil Procedure, in which the condition of the patient 
is an element or factor of the claim or counter-claim, 
cross-complaint or affirmative defense of the patient 
or of any party claiming through or under the patient 
or claiming as the beneficiary of the patient through 
a contract of which the patient is or was a party. 

(g) As to information which the physician or 
patient is required to report to a public official or 
as to information required to be recorded in a publi~ 
office unless the statute, charter, ordinance, 
administrative regulation or other provision requiring 
the report or record specifically provides that the 
information shall not be disclosed. 

(h) If the judge finds that the services of the 
physician were sought or obtained to enable or aid 
anyone to commit or to plan to commit a crime or a 
tort or to escape detection or apprehension after ch~ 
commission of a crime or a tort. 

The Commission may wish to consider whether another 

exception should be added to this rule to cover the situation 

where two persons consult a physician jointly--as, for example, 

where a husband and wife consult a physician in regard to 

fertility or impotency. See the last subdivision of Rule 26. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Joseph B. Harvey 
Assistant Executive Secretary 
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ARGill'IENT IN 1";',\.'03 or COi"iPU'J':tC ;,BOLITlm: 
OF T3E PID'SICIf,N-PJ\TIEI'lr PRIVILEGE 

P::epared by 'dillia.--n G. Hale, 
Dean, School of Lw(r, Universit~r of Southern 

California, and member, Cc...lifornia. Code COrnY:' .. ission 

1. The privilege hss been very thorcClghly mutilated since it was 

first cc~prehensively stated ~n the original Practice !~ct in California. 

So little is not., left of the privilege that it ',rould seem not to be worth 

the litigation which still arises in its ap:plication. Moreover, if it 

is retained, justice '"ould seer:: to call foc' an extension of the exceptions, 

so that it would remain mainly an empty shell. It has never been applied 

in criminal cases~ 

2. The privilege did not exist 'lct common law in England, nor tas 

England feund occasio:o to give it stat,~tory recognition. The privilege 

vas claimed in the famous trial of I::lizabeth in 1776 and Lord Mansfield 

and his associates refused to recognize ic. In t!le United States the 

privilege has been established by s'tatu-ce in o:oly one-half the jurisdictionp; 

in each instar.ce subject to exceptions. ('digmore Sec. 2380 et seQ. AIl 

Abused Privilege, VI Columbia Lav Rev. 388-391.) 

It is vorth;y of note that EnGl2nd and one-half the iCflerican 

States nave not felt that an udequate service by physicians to their patients 

has been seriously impaired by the failure of the Iml to protect the ir 

relations "s cOEfidential; ,'hereas justice it: litigated cases has undolJrfocdly 

been facilitated by keeping an important deor open to the reservoir of 

facts ~ A forceful and facile ~driter in a learned article in VI Columbia 
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If It see:ns 2Jaradox:!.cal that a system devised for the 
ascer-'Cainment cf truth sho"Gld embody rules expressly 
fram2d to co~ces.l it; yet every privilege that allows 
2. "litness tc sta:ld 1~Lte is suer. a rule. II 

Since truth is Co very sine q"J.,Q. nor... of justice s.nd since there is nc 

justification for l:i-:;igation c.::ter tha!} the attainment cf justice} any 

rule designed to close the door on tY"ut.h ::'s entitled to recoGnition only 

if it can carry the burden of s:~owing a c o;~ntervailing soc ial policy ,;hich 

is at lesst of equal worth and "hic!1 enn De realized only by establishing 

a cloak of secrecy. The question of bnlancing interests therefore reduces 

itself to this: Is it reasonably dec:onstrable that pCltients would refuse 

to consult physicians or in consulting them conceal r.1aterio..l facts essential 

to proper treat',lent to any ap;]reciable degree, if the physician in the 

event of litigation might be cslled upon to reveal the facts gleaned frcm 

the professional service renclered. It is submitted the physician-patient 

privileGe Calh'lot maintain this burd·2n. Ihe writer just referred to, after 

pointing out the general moral obli:;ation of a physician not to gossip aCQL.c 

his patients says: 

nUnder no higher as surar ... ce of secrecy than this, 
generations of men have confided their IT!aladies, and 
their griefs as "ell, tc medical ad'risers. In b.<llf' 
of the United States they still have no higher 
assurance, if they have one "5 high. And it pay 
we~_ 'be doubted whether a.ny appreciable nur:-'.ber of 
patients,. have ~een, or today a::e} deterred from 
consulting medical men by fear that their confidences 
might be disclosed in a law c8urt." 

(VI Col. La-,{ Rev. 396; see also VI Col. Law Rev. 422.) 

l'·'1oreover it may also be pointed out that most individuals themsel ve s 

gossip freely about their aibnents ~nd boast of their operations ad nauseam. 
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interest enters, facts which they had already peddled freely before litigatio~ 

was contemplated.. It is true that some typ's of ailment they do not discuss, 

but, aGain, the care possibility of li tigaticn which miGht call for tneir 

revelatio:!l i,~·ould seldo:::l, if ever) deteT persons even in such instances 

from seeking and securing needed medical attention ~ fmd ~trhether it would 

have such deterrent effect is ~he final test. The 1m" is not concerned 

about confidences as such. It will protect them only when certain 

relationships cannot be effectively eS"tablished "'ithout SUdl protection 

and when "the price paid for the protection is not too creat. 

Hr. Higmore has been a persistent adv:)cate of the abolition of' the 

physician-patient privilege as entirely unjustified both on practical 

grounds and sound juristic theory. (lligmo:re, Evidence, Sec. 2380 et seq.) 

AIl editorial in 41 Medico-Legal Journal 31, also condenll1s this pri'.'il"cr~ 
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Revised 10/14/59 
ll/10/59 
12/10/59 
2/ll/60 
8/22/60 
1/3/61 

5/25/61 
10/16/61 
3/11/63 

Note: This is Uniform Rule 25 as revised by the Law Revision Commission. 
The changes in the Uniform Rule (other than the mere shifting of language 
from one part of the rule to another) are shown by underlined material for 
new material and by bracketed and strike out material for deleted material. 

RULE 25. SELF-INCRlMIUATION; EXCEPTIONS. 

Subject to Rule[s] 23 [apit-5T], every natural person has a privilege, 

which he may claim, to refuse to disclose [!R-aR-aet!9R-9~-te-a-~ei!e 

eff!e!ai-ef-tB!s-state-9~-SBy-gevefSmeatai-ag~Eey-e~-a!v!siea-tae~eef] any 

matter that will incriminate him, except that under this rule {,] 1-

[ Ee~-!t-tae-~~v!iege-!6-e!etaea-!B-eB-aet!eR] 

ill The matter shall be disclosed if the judge finds that the matter 

will not incriminate the witness~ [i-Saa] 

[ ~e~ ] (2) No person has the privilege to refuse to submit to 

examination for the purpose of discovering or recording his corporal 

features and other identifying characteristics [ ; 1 or his physical or 

mental condition. [t-aaa] 

(3) No person has the privilege to refuse to demonstrate his identifying 

characteristics such as, for example, his handwriting, the sound of his voice 

and manner of speaking or his manner of walking or running. 

[Ee~] ~ No person has the privilege to refuse to furnish or permit 

the taking of samples of body fluids or substances for analysiS~ [t-sea] 

revised 1/14/63 -5-
Rule 25 
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(Rule 25) 

Lfa1J (2) No person has the privilege to refuse to obey an order 

made by a court to produce for use as evidence Or otherwise a document, 

chattel or other thing under his control constituting, containing or 

disclosing matter incriminating him if the judge finds that [,-ey-tke 

a~,!!eaele-~es-ef-tke-6ae5taRti.e-law71 some other person or a 

corporation [1] or other association or organization, owns or bas a su,~- ,_. 

right to tbe possession of the thing ordered to be produced..:. [j-aBa] 

[te1---A-~aelie-eff~£ial-e~-aBy-~e~seB-wke-eBgages-~B-BBy-aeti¥!ty, 

eeea,a~ieftj-~~e£ess!es-e~~ea~~~ag-aees-ae~-fia¥e-~Be-~~~v~lege-~e-~e~dse 

te-a~sele5e-aBy-Fatte~-wk~ek-tke-statates-e~-~ega!a~ieRs-ge.e~R~ag-j;.~e 

9ffiee7-aet~vitY7-eeea~at~€R,-~~efessisF.-eF-€a~!ag-Fe~~?e-~m-~-fe€e%a-

er-re,eft-9f-~selese-eeaee~B~Bg-~t;-aBa' 

tf1--A-per6eB-whe-~6-aB-effieer1-a~e~t-er-effiPleyee-ef-a-ee~ratieB 

e~-e~He~asseeia~~eR1-aeeS-Be~-Ra¥e-~Be-p~iv~!ege-~e-?efHse-te-aise±6£e 

aBY-satteF-wB!ek-tke-statates-e~-~95dlatieB6-ge.e~~Bg-the-e9~e~tieli 

e~-asse€~a~~ea-e~-~ae-eeBa~e~-ef-~ts-e~5faes5-~e~~~~e-Rta-te-Feco~: 

re,ert-eF-a1seleeej-aaa 

ffi No person has the privilege to refuse to obey an order rnad.e 

by a court to produce for use as evidence or otherwise any record 

required by law to be kept and to be open to inspection for the purpo~_", 

of r.icJ.in::; 01' fa.cilitating the su.pe::~-'.~~sion or reg·:1l:.·~::"or: by a public entity 

of c. ou.s::"ness, calling or p:cofeSS:l.Ol: ',-Then s~.lch or0.C!j.' is m.::.c1.e in the aic. 

of such- supel'Vision or re0l:l::.tio!l. 

[~IS-t 1 (7) Sdject to Pule 21., a defenda,'lt in 2. cr:llilinal action or 

proceeding \rho [¥ .. l",,'l;"l'~l:t 1 -cestifies in the actio" or proceeding upon 

the iaerits before the trier of' fHet [4ee6-Bet-~a¥e-i;R8-rr:kY:~lege-iTe 

pefli8e_'l;8_~f8eleRe_aRy_mat~eF_relevaRt_~~_aay_i6sli~_ih_tRe-aeti~RJ may 

revised 3/11/63 -6- Rule 25 



be cross-examined as to all matters about which he was examined in chief. 

(8) Except for the defendant in a criminal action or proceeding, 

a witness who, without having claimed the privilege under this rule, 

testifies in an action or proceeding before the trier of fact with 

respect to a transaction which incriminates him does not have the 

I,rivilege under this rule to refuse to disclose in such action or 

proceeding any matter relevant to the transaction. 

revised 3/11/63 -7- Rule 25 



Revised 11/10/59 

RULE 25 (SElF- INCRIMlllliTION; EXCEPTIONS) AS 

REVISED BY THE CCKly!ISSION 

12/10/59 
8/29/60 
1/ 3/61 
5/26/ 61 

10/16/61 
3/n/63 

It is the purpose of this memorandun to explain Uniform Rule 25, 

relating to the privilege ag&ins" self-incrimination, as revised by the 

Commission. 

THE PRIVILEGE 

The words "in an action or to a public official of this state 

or to any governmental agency or division thereof" have been deleted 

from the statement of the privilege. The Commission has deleted this 

language from Uniform Rule 25 because the Uniform Rules are, by 

._if'orm Rule 2, concerned. only with matters of evidence in proceedin--

conducted by or under the supervision of courts and do not apply to 

hearings or interrogations by public officials or agencies. For 

example, the Uniform ~~les of Evidence should not be concerned with what 

a police officer ~ay ask a person accused of a crime nor with what 

rights, duties or privileses the questioned person has at the police 

station. 

Even if it wereiecided to extend the rules beyond the scope of 

Uniform Rule 2, it is illogical to speak of a privilege to refuse 

to disclose "hen there is no duty to disclose in the first place. 

revised 1/14/63 -8-
Rule 25 



" "" t "d "bl bl h " O-VffiS 1.S 0 avo~ a POSSl e pro em v ere) for example, artlcles 

of incorporation vest exclusive custody of books ani records in a corporate 

officer, even though they are the property of the corporation. 

Paragraphs (e) and (fl of the lIRE are disapproved by the Commission 

because they would, in effect, abolish the privilege against self-

incrimination for a large number of people. The cases interpreting the 

privilege against self-incriminatio:::t have held only that officials and 

persons engagi~ in regulated activities may be re~uired to disclose 

information relating to their regulated activities, and that such persons 

may be disciplined for failure to make such disclosure; but the cases 

have not held that such persons lose their privilege against self-

incrimination as a result of statutes requiring such disclosure. Sub-

division (6), which has been substituted by the Commission for the provisiona 

of paragraphs (e) and (f) of the lIRE, expresses the extent to which 

required records can be compelled to be produced under the holding of 

the United States Supreme Court in Shapiro v. United States, 335 U.S. 1 

(1948) . 

The Commission has revised paragraph (g) of the Uniform Rule, now 

subdivision (7) of the revised rule, to incorporate the substance of 

the present California law (Section 1323 of the Penal Code). Para-

graph (g) of the Uniform Rule (in its original form) conflicted with 

Section 13, Article I of the California Constitution, as interpreted by 

the California Supreme Court. 

The Commission has included a specific waiver provision in subdivision 

(8) of Rule 25. Rule 37 of the Uniform Rules provides a "aiver provision 

that applies to all privileges. Hm-rever, the "aiver provision of Rule 

revised 3/11/63 -11- Rule 25 



37 would probably be unconstit~tional if applied to Rule 25. Thus, 

the Commission tBS revised Rule 37 so that it does not apply to Rule 25 

and has included a special waiver provision in Rule 25. Note that the 

waiver of the privilege against self-incrimination under subdivision (8) 

of revised Rule 25 applies only in the same action or proceeding, not in 

a subsequent action or proceeding. California case 1ml appears to limit 

the 'Iaiver of the privilege against self-incrimination to the particular 

action or pro~,eeding in "hich the privilege is "aived; a person can claim 

the privilege in a subsequent case even though he "aived it in a previous 

case. The extent of waiver of the privilege by the defendant in a criminal 

case is indicated by subdivision (7) of the revisei! rule. 

revised 3/11/63 -12- Rule 25 



Revised 10/1/59 
9/15/59 

10/16/61 
3/11/63 

Note: This is Uniform Rule 26 as revised by the Lm; Revision 
Commission. The changes in the Uniforn Rule (other than the mere shifting 
of language from one part of the rule to another) are shown by underlined 
material for new material and by bracketed and strike out material for 
deleted material. 

RULE 26. LA.HYER-CLIENT PRIVILEGE. 

(1) As used in this rule: 

(a) "Client" means a personL. [eF] corporationL. [eF-6~h"'F] association 

or other organization (including this State and any other public entity) 

that, directly or through an authorized representative, consults a lawyer 

[9F-~h"'-laWY9F!s-FeFFeS"'B~a~~¥e] for the purpose of retaining the lawyer 

or securing legal service or advice from him in his professional capacity; 

and includes an incompetent (i) who himself so consults the law~er or (i~l 

whose guardian so consults the lav;yer [eF-~ke-la .. ;yeF!s-F"'l'FeSeB6a~"'.'e] 

in behalf of the incompetent~ [-] 

(b) "Confidential communication between client and lawyer" means 

information transmitted between a client and his Im';yer in the course of 

that relationship and in confidence by a means which, so far as the client 

is aware, discloses the information to no third persons other than those 

reasonably necessary for the transmission of the information or the 

accomplisbment of the purpose for lh ich it is transmitted, and includes 

advice given by the lawyer in the course of that relationship. [FeFP"'SQB~"Bg 

tee-sliest-aRe -iBeb ~e8 ··ai:s e.i:gSHFe s -ef; -tke-el:;e:a-; -i:e-a-FeIl:rese:ateti.e-r 
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(c) "Holder of the prhilege" means (i) the client when he is 

conwetent, (ii) a guardian of the client when the client is incompetent, 

(iii) the personal representative of the client if the client is dead and 

4~sgQl~t~9R~1 (iv) a successor, assign or trustee in dissolution of a 

corporation, partnership, association or other organization if dissolved. 

(Ql "Lawyer" means a person authorized, or reasonably believed by 

the client to be authorizedL to practice law in any state or nation [tae-ka\f 

wk~~~_~~QgBRigQs_a_p~~¥ikgB~_ae~iHet_H~Sel~sYFe_e~_€9Rgi~gB~ial-Q9asYB~eat~8R8 

Q~twOQR-Ql~QR~-~Rq-l~W'~Q~l. 

(2) Subject to Rule 37 and except as otherwise provided (sy-~a

gPapa-2-e#] in this rule
L 

[eeEa~iea~ieB8-fe~a-8y-~ee-5~4ge-j;e-aere-6eeB 

eetweeB-~a~ep-aaa-a~s-e~~eB~-~B-tRe-ea~se-9~-~Ba~-:ela~~eR8AiE-aaa-~R 

ppefessi9B91_eeB#iaeBee;-eFe-ppir~!ege4;-aRa-a-el~eaj;l a person, whether or 

not a party, has a privilege [{aj--~f-ae-~s-j;ae-wi~Bes8]to refuse to 

disclose, and to prevent another from disclosing, a [aay-syee] communication 

[r_~R~_~b+_t9_p~e¥9Rt_R~s_la"~ep_fpe~_eiselesiEg_it;_aBa-fet-j;e-prerenl; 

&ay_Q~R9~_wi~s9s~_~F~_~iselesiRe_aBea_eea~~i~at~sE_~~_it-eaEe-te-~ae 

~Q.~lQ4sg_Q~_S1.\GR_w~i;:a9ss_~~t_~:a_~E.e_eeI:t:8e_e~_its_~FaaeE~t.i;a.l-Be11wee:a.-i;:Re 

~1~QRt_s~4_~Be_~aJr~er7_9F_ti~j_iB_a_EaHaep_a6~_rea5eRa8±s-~6-Be-aB~iei~a~ee 

9~_~~e_e~ieB~y_eF_t~~~t_as_a_?es'd±~_~f_a_8Feaea_e~_~ae-lawyeF-elieH~ 

Fe1a~~9Rse~FT--~Be-~r~¥~1ege-EaY-Ee-e±aime~-BY-~He-e~~eat-fR-~eFs8B-ep-~~ 

B~s_~a~eF7_eF_~~_iaeeEFe~eR~r_9~_Eis_6~aFa~aB)_6r_~~_~eeeaS9aT-ey-kis 

F9~seaa~_F~pFeses~a~i~e~--~Be-FFi~~~eee-a~a~la91~-te-a-eeFreya~ies-eF 

Agses:;i,a;!;:;i,eR-teFlURg,tes-~peR-e:i,sselHi;:i,eR~ J if he claims the privilege and 
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the judge finds that the communication was a confidential communication 

between client and lm''Yer and tha-'c the person claiming the }Ori vilege is: 

(a) The holder of the privilc"e, or 

(b) A person who is authorized to claim the privilege by the holder 

of the privilege, or 

(c) The person "ho "as the la-.·;yer at the time of the confidential 

comnunication, but such person coal not claim the privilege if there is 

no holder of the privilege in exiscceLce or if he is other"ise instructed 

by the holde:c of the privilege or his representative. 

(3) The la"Yer who received or made a communication subject to the 

privilege under this rule shall claim the privilege for the client whenever 

(a) he is authorized to claim the privilege under paragraph (cl of sub

division (2) of this rule and (b) he is present "hen the communication 

is sought to be disclosed. 

(4) [Stleh-p~±¥fle5e~-ehall-fib~-e~~e~a] There is no privilege unde~ 

this rule: 

(a) [te-a-eeEl!!>ffi;;,eat;;'9B] If the judge finds that sufficient eVidence, 

aside from the com~unication, has ~een introduced to "arrant a finding that 

the [ke5a±-6er;~ee-~a6] services of the la"Yer were sought or obtained 

[~-eFa9Fl to enable or aid [tRe-ak~eB~J anyone to corr~it or plan to commit 

a crime or [a-l;sFty-eF] to perpetrate or plan to perpetrate a fraud. 

(b) As to a communication relevant to an issue between parties all 

of whom claim through the client, regardless of whether the respective 

claL"lls are by testate or intestate succession or by inter vivos trans

action. [,-SF J 

(c) As to a cOID.'l'.unication relevant to an issue of breach of duty by 

revised 3/11/63 -15- r?=26 



the lm''Yer to his client [,1 or by the client to his la''Yer.!. [;- -el? J 

Cd) As to a communication relevant to an issue concerning the 

intention or com~etence of a person executing an attested document, or 

concerning the execution or actestation of such a doc~~ent, of which the 

lawyer is an attesting witness.!. [,-ep] 

(e) As to a communication relevant to an issue concerning the 

intention of a deceased client 1<ith respect to a deed of conveyance, will 

or other 1<riting, executed by the client, purporting to affect an interest 

in property 

(5) [te-a-eeEmHBieatieR-pele¥2~~-te-a-matteF-ef-e6EEeB-iB~epes~ 

eetweeR-twe-eF-meFe-e±ieB~5-~~-Ea~e-9y-aay-e~-tBeE-~e-a-lawyep-waem-tkey 

ka¥e-peta~BeQ-~E-eemeeB-wBeB-e~ge:ea-ia-8E-aet~8R-Be~weeB-aay-ef-sR8a 

elj,eBi;s~l where t>TO or more clients have retained a lauyer to act for 

them in common, none of them may claim a ~rivilege under this rule as 

against the others as to communications made in the course of that 

relationship. 
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Revised 10/1/59 
9/15/59 

10/17/61 
3/11/63 

RULE 26 (LAWYER-CLIENT PRIVILEGE) AS REVISED BY THE CO¥.MISSION 

It is the purpose of this rr.emorandum to explain Uniform Rule 26, 

relating to the lawyer-client privilege, as revised by the Commission. 

The rule has been rearranged and rewritten to conform to the form 

and style of other rules. The definitions, for example, have been 

placed in subdivision (1) as they are in Rules 27, 29 and 34. The 

language of the l~e has bee~ modified in certain respects, too, so 

that precisely the same language is used in this rule as is used in 

other rules when the same meaning is intended. 

DEFINITIONS 

Definition of "client." Referring to revised Rule 26(1)(a), the 

definition of client has been revised to make clear that a corporation 

or association "or other organization (including this State and other 

public entities)" are considered clients for the purpose of the 

lawyer-client privilege. This change makes it clear that the State, 

cities and other public entities have a privilege in the case of a 

lawyer-client relationship. This is existing law in California. Rust 

v. Roberts, 171 A.C.A. 834, 838 (July 1959) (State has privilege); 

Holm v. Superior Court, 42 Cal.2d 500, 267 p.2d 1025, 268 p.2d 722 (1954 ) 

(city has privilege). There does not seem to be any reason why the 
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State or any other ~ublic entity should not be enticled to the same 

~rivilege as a private client. 

~ne definition of client has also been expanded by adding the 

words "other organization". The broad language of the revised rule 

is intended to cover such unincorporated organizations as labor unions, 

social clubs and fraternal organizations in those circumstances where 

the ~articular situation is such that the organization (rather than its 

individual members) is the client. See Oil Workers Intl. Union v. 

Superior Court, 103 Cal. App.2d 512, 230 P.2d 71 (1951) (not involving 

a privilege question). There is no reason why in appropriate circumstances 

these and similar organizations should not have the sau& privilege as 

a private individual. 

The reference to "lawyer's representative" has been deleted. This 

term was included in liRE to IT~ke clear that a ccmounication to.an 

attorneyt s stenographer or inv8.o:;tigatcr for the p'JIpose of transrnitti~1g the 

information to the attorney is protected by the privilege. This purpose 

is better acccIr.plished by the dcfir:.itio!l of ltccnfiier.J:.iul cO!IDlunicationl! 

in paragra~h (b). Under this definition, communications to physicians 

and similar persons for transmission to an attorney are clearly ~rotected, 

whereas the protection afforded by the URE rule would depend on whether 

such persons could be called a "la"'Yer's representative." 

The definition of client has also been modified to ~ake it clear 

that the term client includes an incompetent who himself consults the 

lawyer or the lawyer's representative. In this case, subdivision (3) 

provides that the guardian of the incompetent client can claim the 
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privilege for the incompetent client and that, when the incompetent 

client becomes competent, he may himself claim the privilege. 

Definition of "confidential communication." "Confid.ential communica

tion between c2.ient and lawyer" has been defined in a way that is comparable 

to the similar definition in RJle 27, which rel8tes to the physician

patient privilege. This definition perr.:its the defined term to be used 

in the general rule stated. in subdivision (2) and conforms the style 

of this r.ule to the style of other rules in the privileges article of 

the URE. 

Definition of "holder of the privilege." The substance of the 

sentence in Uriform Rule 26(1) reading "the privilege may be claimed by 

the client in person or by. his lawyer, or if incompetent, by his guardian, 

or if deceased, b:{ his personal representative" has been stated in the 

form of a definition in subdivision (l)(c) of the revised rule. This 

definition substantially conforms to the definition found in Uniform Rule 

27, relating to the physician-patient privilege. It makes clear who 

can waive the privilege for the purposes of Rule 37. It also makes 

subdivision (3) of the revised rule more concise. 

Note that under subdivision (l)(c)(i) of the revised rule, the 

client is the holder of the privilege if he is competent. Under subdivision 

(l)(c)(ii) of the revised rule, a G~ardian of the client is the holder 

of the privilege if the client is inccmpetent. Under these tWG previsions, 

an incompetent client becomes the holder of the privilege when he becomes 

competent. For example, if the client is a minor of 20 years of age 
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and he or his guardian consults the attorney, the guardian under sub

division (l)(c)(fii) is the holder of the privilege until the minor 

becomes 21 and then the minor is the holder of the privilege himself. 

This is true whether the guardian consulted the lawyer or the minor 

himself consulted the lawyer. 

Under subdivision (l)(c)(iii), the personal representative of 

the client is the holder of the privilege when the client is dead. He 

may claim the privilege on behalf of the deceased client. This may be 

a change in the existing California law. Under the California law, the 

privilege ~~y survive the death of the client and no one can waive it 

on behalf of the client. If this is the present California law, the 

Commission believes that the UnifonT. Rule provision (which in effect 

provides that the evidence is admissible unless the person designated 

in the Uniform Rule claims the privilege) is a desirable change. 

Under subdivision (l)(c)(iv), the successor, assign or trustee in 

dissolution of a dissolved corporation, association or other organization 

is the holder of the privilege after dissolution. This changes the 

effect of the last sentence of UEE Rule 26(1), which has been omitted 

from the revised rule since there is no reason to deprive SU~1 entities 

of a privilege when there is only a minor change in form, being merely 

a technical dissolution, while the substance remains. 

This definition of "holder of the privilege" should be considered 

with reference to subdivision (2) of the revised Rule 26, specifying 

who can cla~" the privilege, and Rule 37, relating to waiver of the 

privilege. 
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Definition of "lawyer." The Commission approves the provision 

of the Uniform Rule which defines "lawyer" to include a person "reasonably 

believed by the client to be authorized" to practice law. Since the 

privilege is intended to eLcourage full disclosure cy giving the client 

assurance that hill corrillnL~ication will not be disclosed, the client's 

reasonable belief that the person he is consulting is an attorney 

should be sufficient. 

The CO~nUssion has omit~ed ~he requirement of the URE tp-at the client 

must reasonably believe the lawyer is licensed to practice law in a 

jurisdiction that recognizes the lawyer-client privilege. Legal trans

actions frequently cross state and national boundaries and require 

consultation wi~h attorneys from many different jurisdictions. The 

California client should not be required to determine at his peril 

whether the jurisdiction licensing the particular lawyer he is consulting 

recognizes privilege or not. He Should be entitled to assume that 

the lawyer he is consulting will maintaiL hill confidences to the same 

extent as would a lawyer in California. 

GENERAL RULE 

The substance of the "general ru1e"contained in URE Rule 26(1) has 

been set out in the revised rule as subdivision (2). 

The following lliodifications of the Uniform Rule have been made 

in the revised rule: 

(1) The language of the introductory portion of the rule has been 

revised to conform to the style of Rule 27. 
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(2) The words "are privileged" have been deleted in order to 

make it clear that the client has the privilege and if the privilege is not 

claimed by the client or persons authorized under paragraphs (b) and 

(c) of the subdivision to claim that privilege, the evidence of the 

communication will be admitted. 

(3) The words "if he is the ,,"itness" have been deleted because 

these limiting words are not a desirable limitation. Note that under 

Uniform Rule 2, the rules "apply in every proceeding, both criminal 

and civil, conducted by or under the supervision of a court, in which 

evidence is :produced." 

(4) The word "another" has been used instead of "witness" in 

the preliminary language because "witness" is suggestive of testimony 

at a trial whereas the existence of privilege ,.auld make it possible for 

the client to prevent a person from disclosing the communication at a 

pretrial proceeding as well as at the trial. 

(5) The requirement that the corrmunication be found to be between 

a lawyer and his client in the course of that relationship and in 

professional confidence had been stated as a condition to the exercise 

of the privilege. This is in accordance with the existing law which 

requires a showing by the person invoking the privilege both of the 

lawyer-client relationship and of the confidential character of the 

communication. Sharon v. Sharon, 79 Cal. 633, 677 (1889); Collette v. 

Sarrasin, 184 Cal. 283 (1920). It is suggested that this requirement 

is more accurately and clearly stated in the revised rule. 

(6) Paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of Uniform Rule 26(1) have been 
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deleted. These paragraphs stated those against whom the privilege 

could be asserted. The Commission believes the privilege, where applicable, 

should be available against any witness. lience, the limitations of 

these paragraphs were deleted as ~nnecessary and undesirable. 

(7) Paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of the revised subdivision state 

the substance of the last sentence of Uniform Rule 26(1) reading 

"the privilege may be claiIr.ed by the client in person or by his lawyer, 

or if incompetent, by his guardian, Or if deceased, by his personal 

representative" with SORe changes. Uno.er paragraph (a) of the revised 

rule, the "holder of the privilege·' may claim the privilege. The holder 

of the privilege is the person designated in the definition contained 

in paragraph (l)(c) of the reviseo. rule. 

Under paragraph (b) of the revised subdivision, specific 

provision is made for persons who are authorized to claim the privilege 

to claim it. Thus the guardian, the client or the personal representative 

(when the "holder of the privilege") may authorize another person, such 

as his attorney, to claim the privilege. 

Paragr"aph . (c) of subdivision (2) states !l~crc. cles.rly the substance 

of what is contained in URE Rule 26(1), which provides the privilege 

may be claimed by "the client in person or by his lawyer." The Commission 

believes that this is in substance what is intended to be provided by 

that part of Uniform ~~le 26(1) that provides that privilege may be 

claimed by the client in person "or by his lawyer." Under the revised 

rule in subdivision (3), the lawyer must claim the privilege on behalf 
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of the client unless otherwise l~st~~cted by the holder of the privilege 

or his representative. Subdivision (3) is included to prevent any 

implication from arising froJ:l the s.uttorization in subdivision (2)( c) 

that a la-wyer !ray have discretion '"hether or not to claim the privilege 

for his client. Cf. Business and Professions Cole Section 6068(e). 

( ) Under a dictum in a California case a judge can, on his own 

motion} exclude a confidential attorney-client cOIDITillnication. This is 

probably because the California statute provides that the communication 

to the la-wyer by the client shall not be disclosed "without the consent 

of his client." However, the Uniform Rule is based on a theory that the 

communication is to be admitted unless the privilege is claimed by a 

person designated in the statute. The Commission adopts the Uniform Rule 

with the realization that the confidential communication will be admitted 

as evidence unless someone entitled to claim the privilege of the client 

does so. 

EXCEPTIONS 

Crime or fraud. In sublivision .(4) of the revised rule an 

exception is stated that the privilege does not apply where the judge 

finds that the legal service was sought or obtained in order to enable 

Or aid the client to commit or plan to commit a crime or to perpetrate 

or plan to perpetrate a fraud. California recognizes this exception 

insofar as future criminal or fraudulent activity is concerned. Uniform 

Rule 26 extends this exception to bar the privilege in case of consultation 
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wi th a view to corr.mission of any tort. The Commis sion has not adopted 

this extension of the traditional scope of this exception. Because of the 

wide variety of torts and the technical nature of many, the Corr.mission 

believes that to extend the exception to include all torts would present 

difficult problems for an a;;torney consulting with his client and would 

oren up too large an area of nullification of the privilege. 

The Uniform Rule requires chat the judge must find that "the legal 

service was sou~~t or obtained in order to enable or aid the client to 

commi t or plan to commit a crime or a tort." The Commission has 

substituted the word "anyone." The applicability of the privilege 

and the exception should not depend upen w~o was going to commit the 

crill'e. The privilege should not provide a sanctuary for planning 

• crimes by anyone. The broader term is used in both the URE and the 

Commission version of R~le 27. 

Other Exceptions. In the remainder of subdivision (4) of the 

revised rule, the substance of the other exceptions to Uniform Rule 26 

has been retained. None of these exceptions is expressly stated in 

the existing California statute. Each is, however, ROre or less 

recognized to some extent by judicial decision. ]'he exception provided 

in subdivision (4)(b) of the revised rule provides that the privilege 

does not apply on an issue between parties all of whom claim through 

the client. Under the existing California law, all must claim through 

the client bJ' testate or intestate succession; a claim by inter vivos 

transaction is not within the exception. The Uniform Rule would change 

this to include inter vivos transactions within the exception and the 
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Cou~ssion approves this chanGo. Accepting the rule of non-survivorship 

when all pa",ties claim throug..l1 a client by "testate or intestate succession, 

the Cowmission can perceive no basis in logic or policy for refusing 

to have a like rule wten one Or both parties claim through such client 

by inter vivos t!'ansaction. 

The Eavesdropper Exception. Let us suppose that a switchboard 

operator listens in on a confidential statement made by a client to his 

lawyer in the course of a telephone conversation. Or suppose the 

client mails 'a confidential letter and an interceptor stEams the 

letter open and reads it. Or suppose a wrongdoer breaks into and 

enters the lawyer's office and steals the letter. 

Under the so-called "Eavesdropper Exception," the switchboard 

operator, the interceptor and the wrongdoer could all testify. We 

may have the eavesdropper exception in California, but the Uniform 

Rule would abolish it. The Commission approves the Uniform Rule 

provision (contained in subdivision (2) of' the revised rule) which 

would permit the client to prevent the switchboard operator, interceptor 

or wrongdoer from testifying as to the communication. The client who 

consults a lawyer is in danger of eavesdropping, bugging and other 

such forms of foul play. Eavesdropping is a real and proximate menace 

to clients. To encourage full disclosure by the client to his attorney, 

the Commission believes that the client should not be required to run 

the risk of the switchboard operator, interceptor or wrongdoer testifying 
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as to the confidential communication. Therefore, the Corrlllission 

approves the Uniform Rule provision. 

Joint Clients< Subdivision (5) of the revised rule states the 

existing California law and the r~le prorosed in tTRE paragraph (2)(e), 

The Commission believes it is staced more clearly in the revised rule 

because it avoids the possible contencion that the exception applies 

only to a colllltunication "made by any of" the joint clients, leaving 

privileged the corrillrunicacion made by the lawyer consulted. Also, it 

changes the theory of the exception from nonprivileged to unable 

to claim the privilege. 
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